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Secondary School Writers
through Effective Feedback
Strategies
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n my first year as a high school English teacher, I remember one distinct practice revision I needed to
make early in my first month of
teaching: my practice of providing feedback on students’ writing. As a novice teacher of high school
writers, I had set the goal of providing students
with effective feedback to reflect on and use as a
springboard for future writing so they could develop as hopeful, skillful writers. However, my first
attempt fell short of this goal because I had provided an overabundance of feedback, which proved
to be overwhelming for students. Mindful of this
outcome, I set an intention to learn strategic ways
of providing concise, yet comprehensive, feedback
so students could grow as writers in my classroom. I
wanted students to have hope while writing and be
confident in their potentials to experience growth
in their writing processes.
That year, I had three classes of seniors taking
a composition course for college credit. They had
multiple summer writing assignments to complete,
and when I collected them I was determined to give
the most extensive and helpful feedback I could.
I spent hours on each paper providing all-inclusive
feedback—detailed marginal notes on every page,
endnotes on the last page, and summative notes on
the performance assessment rubric. Not only did
I respond to students’ ideas, but I also corrected
every grammatical error on every page. I covered
every ounce of every page in green pen.
What I know now, and quickly learned from
my students then, was that with feedback, less can
certainly be more. When I returned the graded papers
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This article shares effective
strategies for providing
secondary students
meaningful feedback
on their writing.

to my students, I saw despair in their eyes. I saw
tears welling up and palms hitting foreheads and
desktops. And then I heard, “Are you kidding me? I
am a GOOD writer! This is insane!” This comment
came from a student who had received a B+ on her
assignment. Her paper had been strong and did not
need much revision to move into the “A range,”
which I had written in my endnote to her; however, with all of the comments, arrows, and editing
symbols decorating her paper in green throughout,
I doubt she had even seen that.
Another hand intentionally waved in my face.
“Are you a hard grader? Because I have never gotten
a paper back like this before . . . IN . . . MY . . .
LIFE!” And then the student’s foot began to tap
nervously on the floor while his eyes looked up at
me with disdain and disapproval.
My students were outraged, and with good
reason. I needed to remedy this, so I asked my students: What sort of feedback do you think would be most
helpful to you in improving your writing skills this year? I
asked myself, How can I be the “hope creator” I aim to be?
What follows is a combination of what I have
learned from my students as a high school English
teacher and what I have learned as a researcher from
speaking with teachers and high school and college
students over the past five years about what sort of
feedback has been most helpful in students’ development as writers. The research question that frames
this work is: What type of feedback is most effective in
secondary students’ development as hopeful and competent
writers? Through interviews, focus groups, and surveys of students and teachers, I gained insight into
this inquiry. I used open coding when examining
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the data and looked for overlapping themes in responses. Six main categories of strategies emerged,
which I have since shared in professional development (PD) sessions with writing teachers. The ELA
teachers who have employed these strategies with
their students have also informed the refinement of
these strategies.
When I provide professional development
on robust practices in teaching writing through a
strengths-based approach, one of the first goals teachers articulate is they want to learn how to provide
effective feedback on students’ writing: feedback
that students will appreciate and use in their revision
processes. In professional learning communities, we
discuss what types of feedback strategies they have
found effective and what types have fallen short.

Effective Feedback Practices
Grounded in Research
Providing effective feedback is a strategy for making students care about their academic writing
(Gallagher; Kirby et al.; Smagorinsky), so making sure that students know we are engaging with
their work enhances their hopefulness about writing and their mastery of writing skills (Sieben,
Writing Hope). Thus, Dan Kirby et al. recommend
that teachers of writing provide “specific, constructive suggestions” to student authors to improve
the quality of student writing and to develop and
maintain student confidence (27). Research indicates that writing teachers who use constructive
ways of providing feedback to students—ways that
go beyond correcting structural or grammatical
errors—encourage a dialogue between writer and
reader that motivates students during the writing process (Frey and Fisher; Kirby et al.; Sieben,
“Teaching Writing”; Smagorinsky).
Since student writers deem feedback as influential in their writing development, as English
language arts teachers we must be strategic in the
type and amount of feedback we provide (Butler
et al.; Frey and Fisher; Kirby et al.; Sieben, Writing Hope; Smagorinsky). Thus, what follows are six
suggestions for providing secondary ELA students
with effective feedback on their writing in ways
that advance their learning; these strategies are recommended as a result of research conducted with
secondary ELA teachers and students who shared

what type of feedback is most helpful in moving
students toward achieving mastery of writing skills
and motivations.
These strategies, listed in hierarchical order,
include the following:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Relate and react to the content/ideas in the
piece.
Provide a balance of compliment and critique
(Positivity Ratio—3:1).
Use minimal marginal notes and summative
endnotes.
Keep it conversational and ask questions.
Ask students to write feedback response
letters and highlight paper revisions.
Use emoticons (speak their digital language).

What follows in each section below is a description
of each feedback strategy coupled with research
that supports the use of such strategies. The rank
order of these strategies has been determined based
on emphasis placed by the secondary ELA teachers
and students surveyed.
1. Relate and react to the content
and ideas in the piece.

Responding to students’ big ideas and concepts, research shows, is the most important way to provide
feedback to students because it shows students we
are engaging with their ideas (Gallagher; Kirby et
al.; Sieben, Writing Hope). This strategy is effective
because it communicates to students that we care
about them as people and
as growing writers. As Nel Responding to students’
Noddings shares with us in big ideas and concepts,
her work, we should always research shows, is the
aim to communicate a cul- most important way
ture of caring in our classto provide feedback
rooms if we want students
to understand they are truly to students because it
cared for. Students will un- shows students we are
derstand they are cared for engaging with their ideas.
as writers by the “one caring” for their writing—oftentimes their English
teacher—if we interact with students’ ideas in ways
that are meaningful (Noddings). We need to ask
questions that draw out additional details about
the ideas our students only begin to explore at the
surface. We need to respond and connect to specific
lines in their work in affective ways that show we
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are inspired and transformed by the words students
share. Furthermore, it is important that we demonstrate we see value in the creative ideas our students
have. Reacting to students’ ideas in these ways
shows we are committed to their development as
writers because we believe their voices can change
the world, and it shows we care about their writing
processes and not just their final products.
Recent research on specific types of feedback
revealed feedback that provides students with explanations is more effective in promoting the transfer of
learning than “correction feedback,” which simply
provides students with correct answers or grades
(Butler et al.). Not only does “explanation feedback” improve performance on specific tasks, but
it also promotes understanding of concepts that can
be applied to future tasks (Butler et al.). As Nancy
Frey and Douglas Fisher noted in their observations
of writing outcomes when correction feedback was
used, “no evidence of any advancement in [student]
learning” occurred (66). While “student[s] made
all of the corrections [teachers] requested” for one
essay draft, the student made “the same mistakes
again on the next essay” (60). Thus, anecdotal, explanation feedback on multiple forms of student
writing is important for transference and after in
motivating students to put care into the texts they
create (Butler et al.; Kirby et al.).
2. Provide a balance of compliment
and critique (Positivity Ratio—3:1).

Next, it is vital to consider how balance makes a
difference when responding to student work. Positivity expert Barbara Fredrickson has found in her
research that for every negative comment a person
hears, that person needs to hear three positive comments to counteract the harmful consequences a
negative comment can have on the person’s psyche.
I have also found this to be true when delivering
feedback to students on their writing.
This means that for every major revision or
course correction I ask a student to make in a piece
of writing, I offer three significant compliments
that praise what the student did well in the piece
of writing. The inclusion of compliments amid critiques allows students to listen to feedback with an
open mind that is less guarded. I have also heard
teachers refer to this strategy of using compliment
and critique in feedback processes as giving “a glow
50

and a grow” comment to their students. Regardless
of the terminology each teacher chooses to use, the
trick to the effective use of this strategy is balance.
Balance with a slightly positive skew is key.
It is also important to note that many secondary students I interviewed specifically commented
that the type of feedback provided by teachers significantly influences their development as writers
and their beliefs about their writing capacities (Sieben, “Teaching Writing”). According to students,
instructors who provide feedback that is heavily
negative or positive can hinder a student’s growth as
a writer; thus, a balance of constructive critiques and
compliments is necessary in ensuring that feedback
is used effectively during the writing process (Kirby
et al.; Sieben, “Teaching Writing”; Smagorinsky).
This balance may encourage the development of
students’ hopefulness about writing, as students are
likely to feel both supported and coached by their
instructors throughout the writing process.
3. Use minimal marginal notes
and summative endnotes.

While some teachers report that giving holistic
notes at the end of a piece is more helpful to students so they can understand the full picture of what
they need to do to make successful revisions, other
teachers share that some students also want to know
where specifically in the paper changes need to be
made, necessitating the use of marginal notes too.
Given this finding, I recommend placing no more
than four marginal notes on each page (i.e., one critique and three compliments, given the phenomenon of the positivity ratio) and then writing the big
picture comments that apply to the whole paper at
the end. Further, personalizing the endnotes as letters addressed directly to the students is a style of
feedback that students find most inviting. Therefore,
I always start the note with the student’s name (e.g.,
Dear Chandra . . .) to personalize the message, followed by a compliment about the paper as a whole.
Then I suggest one or two areas where I think the
student could make revisions on the paper and set
goals for future writing, and I close my note with
compliments and best wishes for the revision process
(e.g., Best wishes for fruitful revision, Dr. Sieben).
When speaking to secondary students about
the type of notes they prefer to receive on their papers, I have found students appreciate the anecdotal
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notes throughout their papers (as long as there are
only a few on each page) combined with the holistic
response to the paper at the end. Though grammatical corrections can put important finishing touches
on a paper, a student paper returned with numerous
grammatical corrections made on it can be intimidating to students, as my first-year teaching feedback story demonstrates. From my experiences in
my high school classroom, I have learned that students do not need me to wear my “editor hat” while
I am reading their work. Instead, I choose one or
two grammatical rules—based on patterns of errors
(Frey and Fisher 69)—to ask each student to focus
on for the next paper and include this in the endnote
comments. I often further suggest making the mastery of one or two grammatical rules part of their
individual writing goals for the quarter or semester.
4. Keep it conversational and ask questions.

In this fourth strategy, I recommend providing critiques in the form of questions to maintain a scholarly exchange during the revision process, and these
questions prompt students to explore new pathways
in their writing. Whenever I have a suggestion for
a revision, I frame it as a question. For example, I
might posit, “Have you considered exploring the
significance of this phenomenon in a bit more detail?” Then sometimes I will follow with a comment
about what I am wondering that led to my question
in the first place. I might say something like, “As I
read this part, I’m wondering what led you to this
unique realization and how this affects the way you
do things now.” In my work with secondary ELA
teachers, I have found most teachers decide to integrate this strategy of providing critiques in the form
of questions posed to their students so as to keep the
conversations collegial (Sieben, “Teaching Writing”).
Additionally, this sort of conversational response strategy often leads to further dialogue between teachers and students during one-
on-
one
conferences about student papers. In speaking from
my own experiences, for some students I might suggest in my endnote comments that we meet in a one-
on-one conference to discuss these ideas further, or I
might require a one-on-one conference depending on
the paper’s need for further development. However,
I am always careful to make sure my tone in these requests is conversational, not confrontational, so that
students understand a conference with me is not a
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punitive step in the revision process, but rather is
meant to be a helpful step in their process of writing
this particular paper. A majority of the 249 secondary students surveyed in my study ranked one-on-
one conferencing with teachers on draft writing
as highly influential in improving their writing
skills and their hopefulness about writing (Sieben,
“Teaching Writing”). Thus, in my teaching, I work
with students during one-
on-
one conferences on
idea development and other revision strategies and
help students set future writing goals that we will
work toward together as a writing community.
5. Ask students to write feedback response
letters and highlight paper revisions.

The next feedback strategy is a combination of two
metacognitive revision practices. English teachers
in professional development often express concerns
about lack of student attention to teachers’ comments. To address this concern, I suggest feedback
response letters paired with revision highlights
required with resubmission. This strategy serves
two purposes: (1) It keeps the conversation going
between my students and me about this particular
paper. (2) It gives me a guarantee that students read
and consider (at least on paper) the suggestions that
I share with them for revision.
In these letters, students acknowledge what
needs to be worked on for next time based on my
recommendations, and have the opportunity to
argue with my suggestions if they disagree. Students may also answer questions I posed about their
work and close the letter by explaining how they
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will apply these practiced skills during future writing tasks. When students turn in their final copies
of the writing assignment, I ask them to highlight
the changes they made in these new copies so they
are constantly being metacognitive of what revisions they are making and why.
Since revising based on feedback is a complex
task that requires a great deal of planning and processing, it is necessary for students to be metacognitive
while revising. Metacognition “permits the management of production according to goals and products”
(Alamargot and Fayol 28) and structures the writing
and revision process for intentional writers who set
long-term and short-term goals and continuously assess the extent to which they meet those goals. Metacognitive writers know when and how to integrate
feedback into revision processes
Sometimes all it takes to
(Sieben, Writing Hope) and imcommunicate emotional
plement certain strategies for
writing task completion (Chanconnections to our
quoy). If we, as writing teachstudents’ writing in
ers, integrate metacognitive
ways that students will
strategies that help student
understand is to draw
writers become more self-aware
simple emoticons (e.g.,
of the processes they use while
, ) in places where
writing, then revision may be
less intimidating for students
students intended to elicit
(Baker et al.) and the transferemotional responses.
ence of skills from one writing
project to another may occur. This transfer of knowledge during the writing process is especially important for “college and career readiness” as students in
college are frequently asked to write independently
without instructors regulating all steps of the process.
6. Use emoticons (speak their
digital language).

This last feedback strategy, though ranked sixth
overall, is one that students often respond positively to. Sometimes all it takes to communicate
emotional connections to our students’ writing
in ways that students will understand is to draw
simple emoticons (e.g., , ) in places where students intended to elicit emotional responses. It is
important to clarify that I am not recommending
emoticons be used to communicate disappointment
with grammatical structures or inaccurate information used in a paper. Rather, I only use emoticons
when it is clear my students are trying to elicit an
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emotional response in their readers because the content is meant to be emotionally motivating.
This strategy is supported by research that
encourages teachers to engage affectively with their
students’ writing. Kirby et al. suggest that writing
instructors provide feedback to students by participating in conversations with them by sharing
thoughts and feelings about the ideas presented in
the text created. This emoticon style of feedback
will show students that a member of their audience
is engaged with their ideas and is invested in their
development as people and not just as writers.

Effective Feedback Makes
Writing Matter to Students
The use of these six feedback strategies in combination can create a caring climate for adolescent writers. Making writing matter to students has much
to do with providing effective feedback through a
strengths-based approach. Many secondary school
students report seeing their ELA teachers as their
primary feedback audience in academic writing
contexts (Sieben, “Teaching Writing”); therefore,
secondary ELA teachers are charged with the task
of providing students with intentional, caring, and
conversational feedback notes that place value on
students’ ideas and on their long-term development
as writers with unique voices who have much to
contribute to community conversations.
While the six strategies are suggested for use
together, it is important to note that for some assignments and within certain contexts, some, but
not all, strategies may be used. Ultimately, allowing students to engage with a variety of feedback
practices during their writing processes will (a) engender a stronger engagement with the process of
writing, (b) encourage students to have hope while
writing, and (c) permit students to experience
growth in their writing processes and competencies.
Using these feedback strategies also aligns with
my personal pedagogy as a social justice educator who
intends to empower students to use their voices to
write their own histories and tell their own stories.
For me, learning to use each of these strategies in
ways that feel authentic to my teaching practice took
experience, experimentation, and feedback from students and other teachers, and it is my hope that other
teachers of writing feel invited to do the same.
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R E A DWR IT E T H IN K CO N N E C T IO N

Lisa Storm Fink, RWT

Draft letters are a simple strategy that asks students to think critically about their writing on a specific assignment
before submitting their work to a reader. Students write reflective letters to the teacher, identifying their own
thoughts on the piece that the teacher is about to read. This lesson explains the strategy and provides models for
the project, which can be adapted for any grade level and any writing project. It may be completed only for major
assignments or on a more regular basis with all composition that students do. http://bit.ly/1AZi2D1

Boxes
There’s something to say about a clean desk (however scored, scarred, and chipped), a clear counter, the
drawers organized (near empty), the floor swept, dog-eared books schlepped to the long-bearded library; old
newspaper clippings and yellow photographs and cartoons; Rumi and Basho- posters; portraits of the Bard,
Babe Ruth, and Vermeer’s Girl with a Pearl Earring—all taken down. How clean the walls! How new the
air! How bright the motes in the golden window light! My kingdom for a pilsner! Make that a pint! Two!
The rest of the files and folders we’ll store for the next knock-kneed bloke or foist on a younger, more robust
colleague, who does not limp or stammer, whose memory is untrammeled, whose vision is as keen and as
vast as the Aegean, where soon he and his brave mariners will sail into a future fraught with dangerous
shoals and middle school monsters who want to eat them. I know, see this? ‘Twas no Moby Dick gnawed
on this hand. And this, see the impress of these staples? They go all the way up to the sternum. Yes, that’s
where they ripped out my heart, standing on one leg, one hand on their hip, rings in their ears and nose
and lip, snapping gum, as if to say, so?
—Tsujimoto
© 2017 by Tsujimoto. “Boxes” was originally published in Bamboo Ridge Press, #110.
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